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8. First order phase transition of expanding matter and its fragmentation 

(膨張物質の一次相転移とフラグメンテーション)
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Department 0/ Materials Science， Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute， Tokai， Ibaraki， 319・1195Japαn 
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Using an expanding matter model with a Lennard-Jones potential， the instability ofthe expanding 
system is investigated. The pressure， the temperature， and the density fiuctuations are calculated 
笛 functionsof density during the time evolution of the expanding matt巴r，which are compared 
to the co巴xistencecurve calculated by the Gibbs ensemble. The expanding matter undergoes the 
first order phase transition in the limit of the quasistatic expansion. The resultant fragment mass 
disもributionsare also investigated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study is to investigate how the 
collective motion a在'ectsthe liquid-gas phase transition， 
which is regarded出 themost likely scenario for the 
multi-fragmentation of hot nuclear mat民rgenerated in 
heavy-ion reaction [1]. However， it is not clearむhatthe 
liquid-gas phaseもransitionreally occurs in such a small 
fire ball which is subject to its expanding motion. 

To clarify this point， it is advisable to prepare a system 
which is sure to undergo the liquid-gas phase transition 
and see what happens in the sys句mwhen we give it the 
collective motion. The expanding matもermodel with a 
Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential suits this purpose. This 
model is a molecular dynamics simulation of expanding 
infinite system with a generalized periodic boundary con-
dition [2] under which the whole system can expand ho-
mogeneously 叫 afixed rate characterized by a velocity 
parameter h 

Asforもhestatic LJ system， we can calculaもethe liquid-
gas coexistence curve numerically byもheGibbs ensemble 
method [3]， which enables us to出 surethat our system 
undergoes出eliquid-gas phase transition in the view of 
a molecular simulation. The coexistence curve gives the 
border in the p -T plane over which the system becomes 
unstable in the con旬xtof thermal physics. 
The民mperatureof the expanding matter during the 

time evolution is repr明 ented槌 afunction of density. As 
the time evolution proceeds， the temperature ofもheex-
panding matter decreases with the decrease of th巴 den-
sity. This evolution forms a curve inもhep -T plane， 
which crosses over the coexistence curve at a specific、

density. This density depends on both how fast the mat-
ter expands and what temperature is given at the initial 
state. When the system expands very slowly， it is ex-
pectedもhatthe matもerbecomes unstable jus七afterit 
crosses over the coexisもencecurve and enters theもher-
mally unstable region. Whether the sysもembecomes un-
stable or no七canbe esもimatedbyもhepressure，もhetem-
perature and the densiもyfluctuations. 

The instability of the expanding ma抗eraffects the type 

of fragment mass distributions. In a previous study of 
the QMD expanding matもer[4]， it is found that slow 
expansion leads to七hepower law disもribuもionandもhe
rapid expansion leads to the exponenもialdis七ribution.In 
this study， the LJ potential is introduced instead of the 
complicaもedQMD potential. It is interesting to check 
whetherもhetypical distribution of the QMD expanding 
matter is obtained in the LJ expanding maももer.

II. EXPANDING MATTER MODEL 

In the expanding matter model， a molecular dynam-
ics simul抗ionis performed under a generalized periodic 
boundary condition using cubic cells with the size L. It 
is characteristic that the cell size L increases duringもlme
evolution at a fixed rate denoted by a parameter h. Then 
the density of the whole system is expressed as follows: 

p(O) 
p(t) =一一一=一一 (1)(1 + ht)3 - L(t)3 

where n is the number of the particle in the cell. We 
set n = 1372 throughout this study. The parameter h 
is introduced to conもrolthe speed of expansion. Large h 

leads to the rapid expansion， while h = 0 corresponds to 
a thermalized sys民m with a definiぬもemperature.The 
time evolution ofもheparticles obeys the equation of mo-
tion underもheabove consもramιTo田 sureth叫 each
particle can expand in consisもentwith the expansion of 
the whole sys旬m，it is necessary to prepare an adequaお
initial condition for the particle. The velocity of the par-
ticle is given as follows: 

v(t) = Vlocal(t) + hi(O). (2) 

The velocity consisもsof the thermal component and the 
expansion compon巴ntwith h. Noteもhaもtheexpansion 
componenもisgiven aもt= O. The巴qu抗 ionof moもlOn
is always solved for the whole velocity v(t). Once the 
initial expansion velocity is given， the time evolution of 
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the expanding matter does not depend on how we divide 
the total velocity v(t) into Vlocal(t) and hf'(O). Neverther-
ess， it is useful to extract the thermal componenもfrom
the total velocity， because thermodynamic variables like 
the pr明 sureand the temperature should be evaluated in 
terms of the thermal component. The expansion com-
ponent is assumed to remain at the initial value h司0)
When the equation of motion for a particle is solved in 
its co-moving frame， this assumption is considered rea 
sonable， because the particle h回 onlyiiiocal(t). 

When solving the equation of motion under the pe-
riodic boundary condiもion，the distance between parti-
cles must be corrected adequately in七hec出巴 thatit is 
larger than the half of七hecell size. For our generalized 
procedure， not only the disもancebut also the velocity is 
collected as folIows: 

ムra(t)→ ムra(t)土 L(t)，

.d..va(t)→ .d..va(t)土 hL(t). (3) 

The first equation is the normal procedure for the relative 
distance and the second is new one for the relative ve-
locity. Thus， the relative velocity is always equal to the 
corresponding relative distance multiplied by h. Using 
the above relations， we can simulate the infinite system 
with expansion. 

It should be noted that expanding matter cannot ex同

pand itself withouももheexternal force which is introduced 
as the consもraintfor the density of the whole system. 
The expanding m叫同:is leももoexpand by the external 
force. In this sense， the feature of the expanding matter 
model is cornpletely different frorn出eusual sirnul叫 lons
for a fire ball where there is no exもernalforce and the 
expansion is induced by the fire ball itself. The therrnal 
component defined by the above relation never affect the 
way the rnatter expands. It is also irnportantもhatthe 
energy of the expanding matもeris not conserved during 
time evolution due toもheexternal force. The expanding 
matter systern is an example of open systerns which can 
be simulated by rnolecular dynarnics. 

III. SHIFTED LENNARD JONES POTENTIAL 

The potential used in the equation of rnotion is a trun-
ca.ted Lennard-Jones potential: 

。(r)
昨 =vo(r) -vo(rcut}ーヲア(r-rcut)， (4) 

vo(r) =叫(;)12ー(ゲ1' (5) 

where rcut isもhecuもoffradius and we set rcut = 2.5. This 
definite cutoff is inもroducedto defineもhepair between 
particles clearly. In the later section， we will propose a 
function in terrns of the number of pairs to evaluate the 
density flucもuation.

A. The Local temperature 

The most important quantity calculated during time 
evolution isもhelocal temperature as follows [5]: 

九日1=己lt[号(t)-h叫2 (6) 

As mentioned before， the local ternper叫ureIS repre-
sented byもhethermal cornponent of the velocity. Noもe
that the expansion does not affecもthelocal ternperature 
directly. However， it is possible that the dynarnics of 
もheexpansion affecもthelocal temperature through the 
equation of rnoもIOn.

IV. THE GIBBS ENSEMBLE METHOD 

The property of the rnatter without巴xpansioncan be 
mvesもigatedby the Gibbs ensernble， which is a kind of 
Monte Carlo calculation to obtain the liquid-gas phase 
transition for the therrnalized matter. It is difficult to 
simulate the phenomenon where a liquid and a gas are 
separaもedin a single box， becauseもheinもerfacebetween 
a liquid and a gas comprises a large percen同geof the 
configuration. In the thermodynamical limit， such an 
interface should be zero but it is almost impossible to 
r巴ducethe effect of the interface even if 10000 parもicles
can be calculated in a single box [3]. This di血cultycan 
be avoided by using two boxes at the same time; one box 
is used for a liquid and the other is used for a gas. This 
is the main idea of the Gibbs ens巴mble.
The liquid phase and the gas phase have correspond-

ing distribuもionfunction respectively， and the accep-
tance probability used for the Monte Carlo step is calcu-
lated based on the product of the two distribution func-
tions. Besides the transfer of pa出 clesin a box (like the 
Metropolis sampling)， the Gibbs ensemble requiresもwo
different methods to modify the configuration of the sys-
tem. One is the exchange of volume between two boxes 
and the other is the exchange of particle between two 
boxes. The corresponding acceptance probabilities are 
given as follows [3]: 

r 6El 
乃は叫l--i J ' (7) 

(V2 + 6V¥ ndl (的 -w¥町 +1 r 6El 
九 α{一可~) ~一町~) exp l--i J ' (8) 

p， cx: (n2 + 1)1ぺ r-6El α 一一一~exp I一一I， (9) 
四 1v2 -'-r 1 T J 

where V1，巧 arethe volumes of theもwoboxes respec-
tively and the box with V; contains ni particles. oE is 
the change of the energy when the configuration of the 
matter is modified in each method. Pl is the acceptance 
probability to allow the particle to move with in one box， 
which is exactlyもhesame田 thecase of the Metropolis 
sampling. P2 is the probability for the exchange of a vol-
ume OV between the two boxes in such a way that the 
total volume V1 +巧 isconserved. P3 is the probability 
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for the case that a particle in one box transfers into an-
other box; the total number nl +町 isconserved. For 
a glVenもemperatureT， the density of one box reaches a 
liquid density PI and the density of the other box reaches 
a gas density Pg・Givena di鉦erenもT，a diff，巴rentset of 
Pg， Pl is obtained. Therefore the data points in the P -T 
plane form a liquid-gas coexistence curve 

V. INHO恥10GENEITY

The instability of the system causes density fluctua-
tions. Fragmentation is a direct result of the fluctuation， 
but it is difficult to recognize such fluctuations when the 
system is at high density. Unfortunately， the range of 
the density where expanding matter enters the coexis-
tence region is near to the saもurationdensiもy.Thus we 
propose one function which is sensitive to the change of 
density fluctuations even出esystem is nearもothe sa七-
uration density. Such a funcもioncan be consもructedby 
the number of pairs np町・Itis found that npair varies 
sensitively as the density fluctuation occurs. An inho-
mogeneity function S(p) is defined in 叩icha way that 
S = 1 holds for homogeneous m抗terand S > 1 holds for 
inhomogeneous matter: 

S(p)ー~副rv(10)
- ~ (~πr~utP -1) 

where npair is an actual number calculated in the simula-
tion， while the denominator means出eexpectation value 
of the number of pair provided出atthe system is com-
pletely homogeneous. Noもethat the number of pair is 
clearly defined by the cuto鉦lengthrcut. Obviously， the 
assumption for the denominator cannot apply the case 
もhata typical distance between particles is largerもhan
rcut. However， this is noもseriousbecause we are inter-
esもedin the density region in which the disもanceof the 
nearest pair is much smaller than rcut. 

Figure 1 shows the density dependence of the pressure， 
the effective temperature， and the inhomogeneity S(p) 
for h = 0.001 (left) and h = 0.1 (right). The initial 
temperatures are set at 71ni 1 (thick line)， 71ni 3 
(thin line)， and 71ni = 5 (dotted line) in the reduced unit. 
The pressures are shown in the top panel. The effecもlve
temperatures are shown in the middle panel， with the 
coexistence curve (open circle) calculated by the Gibbs 
ensemble method. The inhomogeneity is shown in the 
botもompanel. 

Firsもofall， iもshouldbe noもed凶aももhecritical tem司

perature Tc for the LJ system is around 0.95 in reduced 
units， which is identified白山emax point of出ecoexis-
tent curve plotted in the middle panel. Thus the initial 
temperature 71ni = 1 is near the criticalおmperatureTc， 
and l1ni = 3 and 5 are above the Tc. Roughly speaking， 
these initial temperatures 1，3，5 for the LJ system corre-
spond to the initial temperatures 5，15 and 30 MeV for 
the QMD system [4]. 
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FIG. 1: The pressure， the e鉦巴ctivetemperature and th巴inho-
mogeneity S as a function of average density p. The left hand 
side is for h = 0.001 and the right hand side is for h = 0.1. In 
each side， th巴 pressureis plotted in the top panel， the effective 
temperature is plotted in the middle panel and corresponding 
inhomogeneity S is plotted in the bottom panel. The broken 
line is for 1ini = 5， the thin solid line is for 1ini = 3， and the 
bold line is for 1ini 1. The open circles are calculated by 
the Gibbs ensemble method and form a liquid-gas coexistenc巴

curve. e is unit of energy and σis unit of length used in the 
LJ system [3]. 

Consider the case of h = 0.001 on the left-hand side， 
which is slow enough to be regarded回 quasistatic pro-
cess. Inもhemiddle panel， it is impressive th叫 theef-
fective temperatures for 71ni 1 and 3 remain cons同nt
in the coexisもentregion. The effective temperaもuresde-
crease with the decrease of the density until the system 
enters the coexistenもregion，outside of which we can-
not distinguish between a gas and a liquid. When the 
system reaches the coexistence curve， the system is sepa-
rated into a liquid and a gas， the former of which appears 
回 fragments.During the phase separaもion，the effective 
もemperaturesfor 71ni 1 and 3 remain constant， which 
is a characteristic of a first order phase transition. How-
ever， the effective temperature for 71ni = 5 continuesもo
decreases after the system enもersthe coexistent region. 

In the top pannel， the corresponding pressures are ploも-
ted. We see出atthe pressures for l1ni = 3) 5 remain zero 
JUsもaf句rthe system reaches the coexIstenιe curve. On 
the other hand，もhepressure for 71niニ 1reaches at a neg-
ative minimum when the system reaches出ecoexistence 
curve. As the system goes inside the coexistent region， 
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もhepressure for l1ni = 1 fluctu叫esand approaches zero， 
which part corresponds to the spinodal region 寄<0

Now， the bottom panel shows what happens about the 
stabiliもyof matter in expanding matter duringもhetime 
evolution. An increase in 5 indicates an increase of the 
inhomogeneity. The figure clearly showsもhatthe inho-
mogeneity starts to incre回 eat the density where the sys-
tem reaches the coexistence curve. Therefore the very 
slow expanding matter with h二 0.001is governed by 
the coexistent region. 

On the other hand， for the expanding matter with 
h 0.1， the coexi白tenιecurve does not work as the 
border of the inhomogeneity. All effective民mperatures
conもinueto decrease even after the system entersもheco-
existent region. The effective temperaもurefor l1niニ l
decreases toward 0.3 as the density reaches at p = 0.6， 
and afterwards increas巴S もo0.6， a value is commonもo
other effective temperature c回 es.

As density decreases， the pressures for l1ni = 5 and 3 
become zero similarly to the case of h = 0.001. However， 
もhepressure for l1ni 1 reaches a minimum at -2.1 
after出esystem goes well inside the coexistent region. 
The minimum of出epressure for h = 0.1 is deeper than 
that for h = 0.001. This is because the fragmenもationis 
noもwelldeveloped due to the rel抗ivelyfasもexpansion
for h = 0.1. In view of the spinodal region，もhedensity 
fluctuation should occur at least after the densiもyreaches 
p = 0.7. 

Actually， the inhomogeneity function in the bottom 
figure shows that the density fluctuation for l1niニ 1
occurs at a smaller density around p = 0.5. We seeもhat
the other inhomogeneities also sもartto increase in出e
smaller densi句rreglOn出 comparedto the case of h 
0.001. From the comparison between h = 0.1 and 0.001， 
the homogeneity of the expanding ma此eris maintained 
to a smaller density for a more quickly expanding motion. 

Figure 2 shows the fragmenもmassdistributions result-
ing from expanding matter fo1' h = 0.1，0.2，0.3 and 0.4 
on a semilogarithmic scale. The figure is plo比ed回 are-
sult of 100 diπ'erent initial configurations and a primitive 
cell contains 1372 pa1'ticles. The identification of frag-
ments is carried out at p = 0.001 where each fragment 
is well separated and easily distinguished. The open ci1'-

cles are fo1' l1ni = 5 and the closed circles fo1' l1ni 1. 
Fo1' l1ni = 5， we see that the dist1'ibutions show an expo-
nential shape except for h = 0.1. In addition， the slope 
of the dist1'ibution on semilog scale becomes steepe1'回
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FIG. 2: Fragment mass distribution as a result of expand-
ing matter. The four figures are for h = 0.1，0.2，0.3 and 0.4 
respectively. Each figure contains two different initial temper-
atures: 1ini = 1 (closed circle) and 1ini = 5 (open circle); each 
temperature is represented by 100 indep巴ndentconfigurations 
and Olle primitive cell includes 1372 particles. 
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FIG. 3: The same data as Fig. 2 in double logarithmic scale. 

region comes f1'om monome1's. In the case ofもheQMD 
expanding matter， the large mass numbe1' region is con-
sidered to be hidden becauseもherea1'e only 200 pa1'ticles 
in the system. 

Let us investigaもethe same data on the double loga-
1'ithmic scale shown in Fig. 3. We see that the monome1' 

pa1't of the bimodal dist1'ibution fo1' l1ni二 5andh=0.1
looks like a power law as opposed to the exponential 
shape shown in Ref.[6]. If the max fragmenもmass1S 1'e-
st1'icted， it is possible that only this part appears in the 
system. This is exactly the case ofもheQMD expanding 
matte1' with only 200 particles. 

On the othe1' hand， th巴 distributionfor l1ni 1 and 
h 0.1 show comple民lydiffe1'ent shapes， whe1'e ve1'y 
la1'ge f1'agments appear. The max fragment mass numb巴r
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reaches almost the number of particles in the primitive 
cell. This means that the more the system includes par-
ticles， the larger the max fragment mass becomes. For 
h = 0.2 and 71ni = 1， the max fragment mass number is 
independent of the sysもemsize. 

In this report， the role of expanding motion in the 
liquid-gas phase transition has been investigated in the 
framework ofもheexpanding matter model wi出 もheLJ 
potential. When the expansion proceeds in a quasistatic 
W可 (h= 0.001)， the expanding matter undergoes a first 
order phase transiもion，in which case the transition pro-
cess is governed byもhecoexistence curve. On the other 
hand， when the collective motion is not negligible，もheco-

eXlsもencecurve does not work as the border of the phase 
transiもion.We see that the fragment mass distribution 
in the expanding matter obeys a bimodal exponential出

discussed in Ref.[6， 7]. However， the monomer part ofthe 
bimodal is similar to the power law [4]. It is likely that 
this part is identified田 apower law in an expanding nu-
clear system where the max fragment mass is restricted. 
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